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	 To	all	new
	 	 	 pool	owners...

We at C&D’S Installers have designed this booklet to 
help simplify the process of having an above ground 
pool installed. We hope you will find this booklet 
useful and informative, as you follow it you will be 
taken through the complete installation process from 
beginning to end. We will give you money saving tips 
and explain preventive measures to be taken after 
the pool is installed. Our goal is to provide a quality 
service and a finished product you will enjoy for many 
years to come.

All of our employees are professional and polite, our 
foreman are trained & knowledgeable. Our office has 
a friendly staff that can assist you with any questions or 
concerns you may have. We appreciate your business 
and look forward to providing you with a quality pool 
installation.

C&D’s Installers, Inc. is an
Equal Opportunity Employer
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Our Prices include

	 A	WRITTEN	GUARANTEE
	 Our	work	is	guaranteed	in	writing	for	your	protection.

	 ALL	BUILDING	MATERIALS
	 (EXCEPT	FOR	THE	SAND	AND	WATER)	We	will	let	you	know	how		much	sand	you	will	

need	depending	on	what	size	pool	you	have.

	 HAND	TAMP,	HAND	TROWEL,	SAND	BOTTOMS
	 The	sand	bottom	is	tamped	and	troweled	to	help	with	vacuuming	and	to	remove	

wrinkles	in	the	pools	liner	during	installation.

	 PATIO	BLOCK	FILTRATION	PAD
	 To provide a sturdy base for the filtration system to sit on.

	 FULL	EXPLANATION	OF	THE	FILTRATION	SYSTEM
 The installer will fully explain how to operate the filtration system.

	 ONE	DAY	INSTALLATION
	 Installations	will	be	one	day	unless	there	are	missing	parts	or	the	yard	has	

obstructions/conditions	that	cause	delays	in	the	excavation.

	GROUND	LEVELING	
We will level the first 6 inches of  ground at no charge, if  your yard is more 
than six inches out of  level there will be an additional charge. We may find it 
necessary	to	send	a	crew	out	to	do	the	ground	leveling	prior	to	the	installation	
date	depending	on	your	pool	size.	Any	dirt/grass	removed	by	our	machinery	will	
be put in a designated pile, C&D’s does not remove anything from customer’s 
yard.

	 EXCAVATOR
	 Expect	an	excavator	to	call	you	to	set	up	an	excavation	time	for	your	pool	

installation 1 to 7 days in advance of  your install date. Please have a 6ft opening 
ready	to	access	your	yard.	To	get	an	idea	how	off 	level	the	pool	site	is	see	
illustrations on pages 6 & 7.

	ONE	YEAR	LINER	MAINTENANCE
	 If 	the	liner	should	be	defective	on	the	seam	this	policy	will	cover	the	labor	for	

the	installation	of 	the	new	liner.

	PROMPT	SERVICE
	 Our	crews	work	7	days	a	week	to	provide	you	with	the	most	convenient	

installation	date	possible.

	FRIENDLY	CUSTOMER	SERVICE
 After your pool is installed you may have some questions or concerns, we will be 

more	than	happy	to	help	in	any	way	that	we	can.
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Our HigH standards

TAMP	&	TROWEL
This	 picture	 shows	 how	 the	 sand	 is	
troweled, first the sand is tamped to 
compact	 it	 and	 then	 troweled.	 This	
will	 make	 vacuuming	 the	 pool	 easier.	

THE	FINISHED	BOTTOM
This picture shows how the finished 
troweled	bottom	looks	before	the	liner	
is	installed.	Our	installers	will	hang	the	
liner	 from	 outside	 of 	 the	 pool	 we	 do	
not	get	inside	and	walk	around	causing	
footprints.

THE	LINER
Most liners come with excess material, 
our	installers	will	roll	up	the	additional	
material	and	conceal	it	underneath	the	
top	ledge	of 	the	pool.	This	will	enable	
you	to	see	the	design	of 	the	pool	wall.	

CLEAN	UP
Our installers will not leave boxes, 
packaging	 materials	 or	 any	 type	 of 	
trash	scattered	in	your	yard.	All	of 	the	
boxes will be flattened out and left in a 
neat	pile	for	easier	clean	up.	Customer	
is	responsible	to	remove	all	packaging	
materials	and	debris.
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HOw tO PrePare

POOL	SITE
Pick	out	the	area	where	you	want	the	pool	before	the	installation	date.	This	area	
needs	to	meet	your	township/county	codes	(proper	distances	away	from	property	
lines and any permanent structures). Do you have a 6 ft. opening for ground 
leveling	equipment?	Is	there	any	thing	in	the	site	such	as	trees	or	tree	stumps?	
Please inform our office of  any obstructions in the site so we can make the proper 
provisions	for	the	installation.
POOL
Is the pool and all of  its parts in stock? If  not, when will you receive them? You will 
need	to	know	this	information	when	calling	to	schedule	the	installation	date.
PERMITS
A permit may be necessary for the pool, this usually depends on the pool size 
(smaller	pools	may	not	apply).	This	 is	the	homeowners	responsibility	to	obtain.	
Look	in	the	blue	pages	of 	your	local	phone	book	under	permits	and	zoning.	Call	
ahead to find out what information you will need to provide them, this information 
varies	depending	on	your	township/county.	We	recommend	calling	the	township/
county as soon as you purchase the pool, to prevent any delays with the installation 
date.
ELECTRIC
You will need to have an electrician install a ground fault breaker for the filter 
system.	This	should	be	scheduled	after	the	pool	is	installed
SAND
This	is	used	as	a	base	to	cushion	the	liner.	How	much	sand	is	needed?	This	depends	
on the pool size, our office will inform you on how much sand is required when 
you	schedule	the	installation.	In	some	areas	we	can	take	care	of 	the	ordering	and	
delivery	for	you.
WATER
Do	you	have	public	water	or	well	water?	 If 	you	have	public	water	 the	pool	can	
be filled with your hose. If  you have well water you may want to consider having 
the water trucked in. Our office can provide you with referrals and explain how to 
schedule	the	water.
FILTER
Know where you want your filtration system placed, and mark that spot.
☞ TIP - Try to place the filter system on the same side of the pool that your home’s main 
electric	box	is	located.	To	provide	a	straight	run	from	one	to	the	other.	This	will	make	the	
installation	easier	for	the	electrician.
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custOmer resPOnsibility

FILLING	THE	POOL
At the end of  the installation, we will begin filling the pool to set the liner in 
place, this only requires a few inches of  water you will need to make sure the 
pool is then filled to the proper water level (Installer will show you the proper 
water	level).

EXCESS	SAND
When scheduling the installation our office will tell you how much sand to order, 
depending	 on	 what	 the	 pool	 size	 is.	 We	 recommend	 you	 order	 that	 amount	
unless	you	have	plans	for	the	excess.	If 	there	is	any	sand	left	over	it	is	your	
responsibility	 to	clean	up	and	remove.	 It	 is	better	 to	have	too	much	than	not	
enough	sand.

GROUND	MATERIALS
If 	any	ground	leveling	is	needed	for	the	installation	you	will	have	a	pile	of 	left-	
over	ground	materials;	we	will	pile	this	material	in	any	area	of 	the	yard	that	you	
request, within reasonable distance. In most area’s we can arrange the removal 
of 	the	leftover	ground	materials.

BACK-FILLING	THE	POOL
The	entire	bottom	rim	of 	the	pool	will	need	to	be	covered	as	soon	as	the	pool	
is filled to the proper water level. Do not begin back-filling before the pool is 
completely filled. We recommend you place a heavy plastic down before back- 
filling. Drape the plastic up on the pool wall (8 inches) then place the material 
you plan to use for back fill down (dirt, mulch, rocks) the plastic will stop the 
water from rain or splashing from washing away the sand, causing sink holes in 
the sand, it will also protect the pool wall (some materials can damage the wall). 
For	more	details	see	page	14.
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HOw tO survey

STEP	1
Stake	out	the	pool	in	a	desired	area	of 	the	yard.	Place	stakes	and	string	lines	as	
indicated.	(See	illustrations	for	round	or	oval	pools)

STEP	2
Locate	the	most	obvious	high	stake	in	the	area	staked	out.

STEP	3
Tie a string to the highest stake flush with the ground.

STEP	4
Run	the	string	line	to	the	most	obvious	low	stake	in	the	staked	out	area.	Now	put	a	
line level on the string, pull the string tight, to make it level, and tie it to the lowest 
stake, making sure the string stays level.

STEP	5
Use	a	tape	measure	to	measure	the	distance	from	the	ground	to	the	leveled	string	
at the lowest stake. This is approximately how far out of  level your yard is. You 
may	have	to	measure	several	different	areas	to	get	a	good	idea	how	far	out	of 	
level	your	yard	is.

THIS	IS	YOUR	STAKED	OUT	POOL	AREA
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tHe POOl lOcatiOn

ROUND	POOLS
Stake	out	the	pool	area	4	ft.	larger	all	the	
way	around	than	the	actual	pool	size.

EXAMPLE:	A	24	ft.	round	pool	would	
be  staked out 16 ft. from the center 
stake	to	all	other	stakes	to	give	you	a	
32	ft.	diameter.

OVAL	POOLS
Make the staked out area a rectangle. For the length add an additional 8 ft. (4 ft. 
at each end). To get the width measurement add together the pool’s width + side 
supports + 8 ft. for water run off  (4 ft. on each side). If  you are unsure of  the side 
supports	size	contact	the	dealer	where	you	purchased	the	pool.

EXAMPLE: Measuring for a 15’ x 24’ oval pool with side supports extending 3 ft. 
on	each	side.	To	get	the	width	add	the	three	measurements	together	15	ft.	width	
+ 6 ft. for side supports + 8 ft. for water run off  = 29 ft. total width. Then to get 
the length add 24 ft. + 8 ft. = 32 ft. total length. Therefore a 15x24 pool will need 
a 29 ft. x 32 ft. area.

This is your  
center stake

24 ROUND

length 32 ft.

width 29 ft.

	 1	=	STAKES	 2	=	STRING	LINES	 5	=	SIDE	SUPPORTS	ON	OVAL	POOL

15 X 24 OVAL
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grOund leveling equiPment

Tree Stumps Small Trees Bushes / Shrubs
Clothesline Poles Swing Sets Other Objects

If  you have any of  the items listed above in the area where the pool is going, we 
strongly	suggest	having	them	completely	removed	before	the	installation	date.	We	
can	remove	any	of 	these	items	for	a	minimum	fee	of 	$350.00	per	obstruction.
☞ TIP	-	If 	you	have	a	tree	stump(s)	it	is	best	to	have	them	pulled	out.	If 	this	can	
not be done, have the stump(s) ground down as far as possible.

THINGS	TO	CONSIDER	IN	POOL	LOCATION

BOBCAT
This	 machine	 is	 used	 on	 larger	
pools. For round pools 18ft. or 
larger.	For	oval	pools	12`	x	21`	
or larger. We need a 6ft. opening 
for	 the	 bobcat	 to	 get	 into	 the	
back	yard.

We have the equipment to get the Job done!

GRAVELY	
TRACTOR
We	 use	 this	 machine	 on	
smaller	pools.	For	round	
pools 18ft. or smaller. 
For oval pools 12`x18` 
or	smaller.	This	machine	
can fit through a standard 
gate	opening	(3	ft.).	(Not	
available	in	all	areas.)

BOBCAT

GRAVELY
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tHe FinisHed excavatiOn site

The	site	will	need	to	be	excavated	larger	than	the	actual	pool	size.	Our	standard	
is	to	excavate	the	site	4	ft.	larger	all	the	way	around	the	entire	pool.	However	this	
may	be	more/less	than	what	your	township	or	county	requires.	There	is	no	uniform	
code between townships/counties. You can get this information by contacting your 
township or county zoning office.

IMPORTANT:	 Our	 Foreman	 MUST	 know	 this	 information	 for	 the	 pool	 to	 pass	
inspection.
The high cut edge of  your yard has to be back cut on an angle, so there is not a 
severe drop off. (see illustration below) You may need to build a retaining wall 
to	protect	 the	exposed	earth.	 This	will	depend	on	how	much	ground	 leveling	 is	
needed.

1 -  4 ft area excavated larger than any part of the pool 
itself

2 - The angle cut on the high side of the excavation site
3 -  Is the leveled excavation site
4 -  The high and low side of the excavation site that 

needs to have a retaining wall installed as soon as 
possible

5 -  Buttress supports for oval pools
6 -  Un-disturbed earth

Round	
or	Oval	

Pool
Undisturbed	Earth
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wHat tO exPect wHen we arrive

THE	INSTALLERS	WILL	NEED	TO	KNOW	THE	FOLLOWING:

POOL	LOCATION
Where you want the pool and the filtration system. Please have these areas 
planned	and	possibly	marked	before	we	arrive.
POOL
We	will	need	access	to	the	pool	and	all	of 	its	parts	(anything	we	will	be	installing	).	
The	crew	will	need	to	take	an	inventory	to	make	sure	everything	needed	is	there.
PERMIT
The	 permit	 needs	 to	 be	 obtained	 before	 the	 pool	 installation.	 The	 location	 you	
have picked for the pool must meet the townships/county’s codes, being proper 
distances	away	from	property	lines	and	existing	structures.	The	ground	also	needs	
to	be	excavated	according	to	the	townships	codes.
POWER	SOURCE
We	will	need	access	to	an	electrical	outlet	for	tools	needed	for	the	installation.
GROUND	LEVELING
The foreman or excavator will stake out the area and use a transit level, this will 
take an accurate measurement. The first 6 inches are included. After measuring the 
ground	the	foreman	or	excavator	will	let	you	know	how	much	leveling	is	needed	
and	what	the	cost	will	be.	The	homeowners	authorization	 is	needed	before	any	
ground	leveling	can	begin.
AREA	FOR	WASTE	MATERIAL
Designate	a	area	in	the	yard	for	waste	materials	from	the	ground	leveling	to	be	
piled (dirt, roots, rock, grass etc.) Please have this area planned before we arrive.
FILLING	THE	POOL
Once the liner is put in we will need to begin filling the pool to set it in place (1-2 
inches	of 	water).	If 	you	plan	on	using	your	hose	check	to	see	if 	it	will	reach	to	
where	the	pool	is	going.	If 	a	water	truck	is	scheduled	tell	the	foreman	what	time	
it	should	be	arriving.
FILTER	EXPLANATION
After	 the	 installation	 is	 complete	 the	 installer	 will	 explain	 how	 to	 operate	 the	
filtration system and how to connect the vacuum. Please have the person(s) who 
will	be	taking	care	of 	the	pool	present	for	this	explanation.
CHEMICALS
Any	questions	you	have	regarding	chemicals	should	be	directed	to	the	store	where	
the	pool	was	purchased.	Our	staff 	is	not	knowledgeable	in	this	area.
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grOund leveling

ACCESS
We need a 6 ft. opening to get into the yard if  the pool size is 18 ft. round or larger. 
For oval pools 12x18 or larger. If  the pool is smaller than size’s mentioned we can 
bring smaller equipment that will fit threw a standard gate opening. Please have 
this	opening	ready	before	the	 installation	date	given.	This is the customers 
responsibility to have ready.
CLEAN	UP
Expect	to	have	to	clean	up	your	yard	after	the	pool	is	installed.	The	pool	site	is	a	
construction	site.	There	will	probably	be	some	tire	tracks	where	the	machine	has	to	
ride	on	the	yard	to	get	to	the	pool	site	and	the	sand.	There	will	be	waste	material	
left	over	that	will	be	piled	up	in	a	designated	area	in	the	yard.	This	material	will	
consist of  dirt, rocks, roots etc.. C&D’s Installers does not remove anything from 
the	customers	yard.	How	much	or	what	size	the	pile	will	be	will	depend	on	the	
amount of  ground leveling needed to be done, every yard is different.

DIRT REMOVAL NOW AVAILABLE IN MOST AREAS	

Let	us	take	care	of	having	the	dirt	hauled	away	for	you.		
Find	out	if	we	are	currently	serving	your	area.	

	CALL TODAY TO GET A FREE QUOTE	
	

800-818-2637 
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calling Our OFFice

WHEN	YOU	INITIALLY	CALL	OUR	OFFICE	PLEASE	HAVE	THE	
FOLLOWING	INFORMATION	READY:

l. NAME & ADDRESS WHERE POOL IS TO BE INSTALLED.	
________________________________________________	
________________________________________________

2.	 SIZE	OF	POOL	
MAKE & MODEL

	 PURCHASED	FROM

	 SALESPERSON

3.	 ACCESSORIES	(to	be	installed	by	us)
	  DECK, SIDE OR END, HOW MANY PIECES
	 	WALK	AROUND	DECKING
	 SAFETY FENCING AROUND POOL
	 	 WALL	FOAM
		 WALK	DOWN	STEPS
		LIGHTS	(return	line	lights	are	included	in	the	price)
	 	PORT	HOLES
	  BOTTOM DRAINS
	 	 LADDER	ENCLOSURE
	 	 LADDERS	(We	only	install	ladders	that	attach	directly	to	the	decking)

4.	 OLD	POOL	OR	EXISTING	DECK	IS	CONSIDERED	A	CUSTOM	POOL	INSTALLATION	SITE
	 If 	you	have	an	existing	deck	or	you	are	replacing	an	old	pool	that	was	sunk	in	the	

ground	and	you	want	the	pool	installed	in	that	location	there	will	be	a	minimum	
charge	of 	$300.00	for	the	custom	installation	to	adjust	a	new	pool	wall	height	and	
clean	up	the	installation	site.

5.	 ACCESS	TO	POOL	SITE

 We need a 6 ft. opening for ground leveling equipment, if  this is not possible, 
please	let	us	know	so	we	can	arrange	a	crew	with	equipment	that	can	
accommodate	a	3	ft.	opening	(standard	gate	opening).
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scHeduling inFOrmatiOn

You can use the blanks to fill in the information we will provide 
to you when scheduling your installation. Please keep this 
booklet handy along with all the other paperwork from the 
pool dealer. You may need it for future services or repairs.

INSTALLATION	DATE:	 ___________TIME	FRAME:	_______

SAND:	 __________ TONS	of 	sand	needed	for	installation.

PLEASE	NOTE	- Delivery available in most areas, when scheduling ask 
if 	we	can	make	these	arrangements	for	you.	
Sand	should	be	delivered	at	least	24	hours	prior	to	installation.	It	
should	be	dumped	in	the	driveway	or	at	least	10	ft.	away	from	the	pool	
site.	
PLEASE	DO	NOT	PLACE	THE	SAND	IN	THE	POOL	SITE.
☞ TIP - If  you have it dumped in your yard, we suggest placing 
something	hard	like	plywood	down.	The	sand	will	leave	a	mess	if 	
nothing	is	put	down.

WATER:  Public: the pool can be filled with your hose.
Well: You may want to consider having a water truck. (not necessary 
and	is	at	your	discretion)

WATER DELIVERY DATE & TIME:	 _________________

PLEASE	NOTE	-	We	will	need	at	least	1-2	inches	of 	water	to	set	the	
liner and install the fittings for the skimmer and return.
☞ TIP	-	If  you are filling the pool with city water, call your water 
company	and	let	them	know	that	x	amount	of 	gallons	will	be	used	
to fill a pool. In most cases they will discount your water bill by not 
adding	on	sewage	since	it	is	not	considered	waste	water.

PAYMENT:
ALL PAYMENTS ARE DUE IN CASH, CERTIFIED CHECK,
MONEY ORDER, VISA, MASTERCARD OR DISCOVER. 

USING A CREDIT CARD THERE WILL BE A SURCHARGE. 
WE DO NOT ACCEPT PERSONAL CHECKS.
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OPtiOnal 2Ft Outlining Package

BENEFITS...
The benefits to having the pool outlined are:

 Prevents the sand from washing out, from under the bottom tracks 
of the pool (causing sink holes)

 Eliminates having a muddy mess around the outside of the pool 
caused by rain and water splashing.

 Prevents weeds and grass from growing up through the liner.

 Enhances the look of the swimming pool.

OUTLINING	PACKAGES	INCLUDES

 Thick plastic placed on the ground to stop weeds from growing 
through the stone or mulch. Plastic draped up on the pool wall to 
protect it from rotting.

 Stone or Mulch you choose. Placement of materials will be 2-3 
inches thick.

 4x4x8 Treated lumber.

 10 inch galvanized spikes placed every 2 ft. to hold the lumber in 
place.

 Labor and delivery of materials.
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800		818-2637

WE HIGHLY RECOMMEND THIS NO MATTER WHO DOES THE LABOR…

Before
outline:

After
outline:
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custOmer service

Our goal at C&D Installers, Inc. is to provide you, the 
customer with the best service available. Please do not 
hesitate to call us. We are more than happy to help.

main - 800-818-2637
service - 800-853-3918
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nOtes





Other ServiceS PrOvided…

• POOl OPeningS & clOSingS 
• vinyl liner rePlacementS 
• tear dOwnS & re-inStallatiOn

• excavatiOn & dirt remOval 
• Outlining arOund POOl 
• leak detectiOn

Your Representative:


